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INTRODUCTION 

I am sorry to say the voyage to New Holland has not answered my expectations in any one way. 
William Westall, 1804 1 

I t was quite a coup for the young artist William Westall, aged only 19, to be selected as the 
landscape and figure painter for an expedition to Australia aboard His Majesty's sloop the 
Investigator. The ship, under the command of Captain Matthew Flinders, was embarking on one 

of the great voyages of exploration. Along with another eighty-seven men, making up the ship's 
company, Westall sailed from Portsmouth on 18 July 1801 with expectations of making exciting 
discoveries in exotic lands and hopes of finding an Arcadia, a rustic paradise of picturesque vistas. 
Little did anyone foresee that the expedition, despite its many significant successes and findings, would 
be plagued by misfortune and tragedy. Unfortunately, like many others undertaking this momentous 
journey, Westall returned a disappointed and frustrated man. 

Westall completed about l40 watercolours and sketches while he was aboard the Investigator. This 
book analyses these drawings in the context of the artist's life and work and in relation to colonial society 
and Australian visual culture. The drawings were held by Westall's son before they were bought by the 
Royal Commonwealth Society in 1889. In 1962 they were shown at a major exhibition in London and 
in 1969 the National Library of Australia acquired them.2 The drawings make up one of Australia's most 
important pictorial treasures and offer a fascinating insight into early colonial history. The majority of 
the works are pencil sketches of landscapes, with some watercolour images. There are about twenty 
topographical views of the coastline, rendered with great care and accuracy, and numerous figure 
drawings, including some unusual, if not remarkable, and intriguing portraits of Aborigines. 

The story of the Investigator's voyage begins back in September 1800. In a bold move, Matthew 
Flinders, who was then only a junior lieutenant, wrote to Sir Joseph Banks with an ambitious plan for 
circumnavigating New Holland. Banks, a man of eminence, was President of the Royal Society and 
since his days of sailing with Cook on the Endeavour had become recognised as the authority on New 
South Wales and the South Seas. He had immense influence and power, with his contacts spreading 
across scientific and seafaring communities and to royalty itself. Thomas Phillips' portrait of him 
(see page xiii) reveals the ageing savant's elevated status, as he sits in all his majesty dressed in full 
military uniform and surrounded by the symbols of office, from quills to a sceptre. 

Flinders, while maybe being impertinent, was also judicious in targeting Banks with his initial 
proposal, for he was the man with the capacity to make the enterprising scheme work. In his letter, 
Flinders outlined several goals of (he expedition. The crucial aim was to ascertain whether New South 

xi 
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Portrait of Matthew Flinders ( a r t i s t u n k n o w n ) c . 1 8 0 0 

Wales was part of New Holland or whether an 

extensive strait divided the middle of Australia, 

making the continent actually a set of large islands. 

A m a p of 1 7 9 8 (see page xiv) shows just how much 

territory remained uncharted and can be compared 

with Flinders ' General chart of Terra Australis ... 
showing the parts explored between 1798 and 1803 
(see page xv) . The existence of a sea channel or a 

strait would have enormous ramifications for trade 

and shipping in the area, with its presence often 

debated and contemplated. The circumnavigation 

and complete charting of Australia would put an 

end to all speculation and guessing. Beyond this, the 

voyage would involve intense geographical and 

natural history surveys and would confer on Britain 

the honour of discovering and owning the last 

significant u n m a p p e d area of the world. 

With his b a c k g r o u n d a s a botanis t a n d his 

previous interest in New Hol land , B a n k s was 

inc l ined to look f a v o u r a b l y u p o n F l i n d e r s 1 

proposa l a n d from the beginning he w a s a l ead ing 

player in the m a n a g e m e n t a n d direction of the 

expedi t ion. H e put into mot ion the necessar i ly 

complex a n d extensive p lans by first app roach ing his friend Ea r l Spencer, the Fi rs t L o r d of the 

Admiral ty, who w a s a l so impressed by the p roposa l . K i n g George III, with w h o m B a n k s was well 

acqua in ted , gave his assen t and , jus t over three months after F l inders ' initial correspondence , 

p repara t ions b e g a n in earnest . T h e Government funded the expedi t ion, with the Admira l ty ac t ing in a n 

adminis t ra t ive a n d supervisory ro l e . 3 Rightly enough, Fl inders w a s given c o m m a n d a n d a s loop, then 

cal led the Xenophon, w a s bough t to be outfitted for the voyage . It was renovated a n d r enamed the 

Investigator. A crew w a s ga thered , including a scientific t e a m of six men a n d their four servants . 

William Westall was the younges t m e m b e r of the scientific t eam. H e was to be p a i d an annua l 

sa la ry of 300 gu ineas , a subs tan t ia l s u m for an artist early in his career, a n d w a s al lowed to take a 

persona l servant with him, a m a n n a m e d Tom Whitt. T h e other scientists included Rober t Brown, a 

natural is t : John Crosley, an as t ronomer ; Fe rd inand Bauer , a na tura l history painter; a n d lower down 

the peck ing order—Peter Good , a gardener, a n d John Allen, a miner. S u c h scientific t eams were a n 

integral pa r t of explora tory miss ions , which had long been a s much abou t br inging home specimens 

a n d i m a g e s of flora a n d f auna as char t ing unknown territory. T h e Investigator's scientific t e a m was one 

of the more impress ive g roups that h a d been a s s e m b l e d a n d the profess ional ism a n d talent of the older 

m e m b e r s , in par t icu la r Bauer , w a s exemplary. Bauer , the oldest m e m b e r of the par ty at the a g e of 4 0 , 

w a s a good role model for the young Westall. His work w a s met iculous , d isp laying an a lmos t reverent 

respect for detai led scientific observat ion , a n d his reputa t ion a s an expert a n d very accompl i shed 

na tura l history d r a u g h t s m a n w a s a l ready establ ished.4 

Westall w a s not B a n k s ' or the Admira l ty ' s first choice a s the l andscape and figure painter and it 

w a s really only through a fortunate series of c i rcumstances tha t he secured the posi t ion; a l though in 

xii 
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Portrait of Sir Joseph Banks by T h o m a s P h i l l i p s c . 1 8 1 0 

years to come he reflected on these events a s rather unfortunate . When Westall was appoin ted he w a s 
only a p roba t ionary s tudent at the Royal Academy and lacked the s tanding of the other member s of 
the scientific t eam. What he d id have , however, were influential connections a n d the good fortune to 
be in the right p lace at the right time. T h e position was originally offered to Ju l ius C a e s a r Ibbetson, a 
minor Eng l i sh l a n d s c a p e , mar ine a n d figure painter. Ibbetson h a d previous experience as an official 
expedi t ion art ist bu t as he ha d not been p a i d for the work he d id on a trip to Peking 's Imperial Court , 
over a decade earlier, he w a s not p repared to join the Investigator.5 

Others were eager to t ake the posi t ion bu t because of persona l reasons h a d to decline. William 
Daniel l , who h a d travelled in India , at one s tage agreed to a c c o m p a n y Fl inders , bu t in the end he was 
unable to m a k e the voyage . Daniel l was e n g a g e d to William Westall 's sister Mary a n d because of his 
persona l commi tmen t s a n d impend ing mar r i age decided not to go ahead with the voyage that would 
t ake h im away from E n g l a n d for several years . Ins tead, he r e c o m m e n d e d the young Westa l l . 6 

Opera t ing through Benjamin West, the President of the Roya l Academy, Daniel l contr ived to have 
Westall 's n a m e put before B a n k s . With such high recommenda t ions , a n d despi te his l ack of experience, 
Westall w a s appoin ted . Before h im was the oppor tuni ty to es tabl ish his artistic career, following in the 
pa th of m a n y other renowned a n d 
successful expedi t ion ar t is ts such as 
William H o d g e s a n d John Webber. 

While the ba re b iographica l facts 
of Westall 's life are known, there is 
little knowledge of his personali ty, his 
va lues , his outlook or his personal 

traits.7 H e did not keep any pr ivate 
journa ls a n d was not given to publ ic 
e x p r e s s i o n , which g ives s o m e 
ind i ca t i on of a ra ther p r i v a t e 
character . As Rex a n d T h e a Rienits 
write, Westall lived up to the family 
mot to of 'Deeds not Words ' . 8 H e was 
born on 12 October 1 7 8 1 in Hertford 
to B e n j a m i n Westal l , a b r ewery 
manager , a n d his second wife, Mar tha 
Harbord . H e had two stepbrother's, 
R i c h a r d a n d B e n j a m i n , a n d two 
stepsisters, M a r y a n d Ann . T h e 
family left Hertford not long after 
William was born a n d soon they were 
in L o n d o n , with Westall spend ing 
mos t of his chi ldhood in S y d e n h a m 
and H a m p s t e a d . When William was 
1 2 , in 1 7 9 4 , his father died a n d his 
brother Richard b e c a m e the h e a d of 
the family. Richard , who w a s sixteen 
y e a r s Wil l iam's senior , w a s a 

National Library of Australia
Attribution
Dixson Galleries, State Library of New South Wales [DG 25]. 



INTRODUCTION 

Chart of the Pacific Ocean ... by A a r o n A r r o w s m i t h 

successful art ist and had a strong influence on his little brother. It was soon determined that William 
would follow in his brother's footsteps and become an artist . He enrolled at the Roval Academy in 1799, 
a long with other fellow students such as John Cons tab le a n d William Daniell . He marr ied in 1 8 2 0 . had 
two children, and died in 1850 aged 68. 

In order to ga in an unders tanding of Westall 's character it is necessary to examine references to him 
and observa t ions about him m a d e by his contemporar ies in letters and diar ies . For example . the diar ies 
of Jo seph Far ington , who was an artist in London a n d who documented many of the d a y - t o - d a y 
activities of his friends, are a significant source of information. Far ington refers to Matthew Fl inders ' 
comment that Westall ' appea red by disposit ion inclined to retirement and seclusion' .9 Fl inders ' own 
journa l s a n d reports a lso provide some insight into the personal i ty of his young charge, writing that 
Westall 's 'foolish days are not yet passed ' and 'Mr Westall wants prudence, or rather experience, but is 

xiv 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

g o o d natured'.10 In addi t ion to such cursory comments . Westall's act ions and the choices he m a d e , 

br ing us closer to an unders tanding of his nature a n d disposi t ion. The very fact that he was anx ious to 

join the Investigator demons t ra tes that he ha d some sense of adventure a n d ambi t ion. 

Another source of va luab le information that cannot be over looked is, of course , his d rawings a n d 

pa in t ings . As with most ar t is ts , the subjects Westall depicted, a n d how he chose to por t ray them, give 

an insight into his character . Westall w a s essential ly a conservat ive artist, a predisposi t ion both 

reflected in, a n d enforced by, his choice to train at the Royal Academy. T h e Royal Academy was the 

most prest igious art school and exhibit ing place in Eng land a n d was the home of official British art.11 

Studen ts were t ra ined in c lass ical d r a u g h t s m a n s h i p a n d were t augh t pr inciples of paint ing and drawing 

handed down from the Renaissance . Unlike the romantics of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries who e m p h a s i s e d the express ion of emotion, the conservat ive Academic ian focused on restraint 

a n d respect for the rules of c lass ic i sm. 

In a very early self-portrait by Westall (see p a g e x ) , his conservat ive inclinations are evident. H e 

chose to por t ray himself as a gent leman, dressed in a fashionable wing-col lar shirt and tight coat, with 

General chart of Terra Austtalis ... showing the parts explored between 1798 and 1803 b y M a t t h e w F l i n d e r s 

xv 
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INTRODUCTION 

lengthy side-whiskers. The portrait follows Renaissance conventions of portrait painting, with the calm 
expression and poised stance all conveying an image of a man of polite society. In this one self-portrait 
Westall not only declares his ambitions as a conservative artist but also shows his desire to be regarded 
as an honourable and upright social figure. 

Just as Westall's drawings and paintings reveal aspects of his personality, they also divulge much 
about the era he was working in. Very often the writing of colonial history has relied on written 
documents and sources, with scant attention being paid to visual records and what can be gleaned from 
them. 1 2 In the case of the Investigator's voyage, the major references that have been consulted include 
Flinders' A Voyage to Terra Australis, his journal and other miscellaneous correspondence and 
manuscripts. The drawings, paintings and engravings have usually been relegated to mere illustration 
and their complexities and meanings overlooked. This book aims to remedy this oversight. 

Discussion of Westall's work commences with a basic survey and chronology of the voyage and where 
Westall went when he was aboard the Investigator. The motivation for Britain sending an artist such as 
Westall to the other side of world is questioned, introducing and addressing issues concerning the 
Enlightenment and colonial ambition. The focus then shifts to considering how the drawings were used 
as rough sketches for nine oil paintings commissioned by the Admiralty and the transformations that 
took place between the drawings and the finished oil paintings. Finally, the engravings that were made 
from Westall's work are analysed in relation to how popular perceptions of Terra Australis were formed. 

Together the drawings, oil paintings and engravings provide a marvellous insight into the issues, 
values and events of the early nineteenth century, in particular the forces of empire and colonisation. 
They also tell an important tale of a young artist working during a portentous phase in early colonial 
Australian history—a period full of uncertainty, discovery and excitement. 

xvi 



RULE BRITANNIA: COLONIAL POSSESSIONS 

The interests of geography and natural history in general, and of the British nation in particular, seem 
to require, that this only remaining considerable part of the globe should be thoroughly explored. 

Matthew Flinders, 1800 1 

The Investigator set sail in the wake of the era of the Enlightenment, an age which had great faith 
in the value of reason and science and believed in the perfectibility of the human race through 
learning. The Enlightenment, or the Age of Reason, which flourished and developed in the 

eighteenth century and had an impact well into the nineteenth century, had exponents in all fields of 
intellectual and creative endeavour.2 Enlightenment philosophers, artists and thinkers were united in 
the conviction that knowledge was the key element in reaching understanding and an ideal state of 
being. Science and empiricism, with the emphasis on observation and the application of reason, formed 
a cornerstone of the movement. 

Given this background, the renaming of the Investigator, with all its associations of inquiry and 
examination, was significant. The mission to not only chart the coastline but bring back information 
and data was a product of the Enlightenment. Similar tenets and theories had driven Cook's voyages. 
But the pursuit of knowledge for the purely altruistic purpose of the improvement of mankind was not 
Britain's only motivation for mounting expensive exploratory voyages, often during eras beset by war 
and uncertainty. The attainment of power and the possession of land were equally important. 
Inextricably, but subtly, bound to the concepts of the Enlightenment was the understanding that 
knowledge and information also brought authority and hegemony. While outwardly discussions 
concerning the Investigator were centred on learning, charting and natural history discoveries, there 
was also an awareness that the trip was important to Britain's colonial ambitions. 

At the turn of the century Britain's main rival and combatant was France. For decades the two 
countries had been bitter and ardent enemies, vying for power. The Napoleonic Wars had dragged on 
throughout the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, with both countries pouring vast 
amounts of manpower, equipment and money into fighting, until Napoleon was finally defeated at the 
Battle of Waterloo in 1815. Both powers invested much in empire building, each financing voyages to 
New Holland during wartime when resources were severely drained. In fact, the French had a head 
start on Britain, for their exploratory ships sailed nine months before the Investigator. 

In 1800 the British Government had granted passports to two French ships, the Geographe and 
Naturaliste, under the command of Nicolas Baudin. These passports assured their safety in British 
waters, with the stated purpose of Baudin's voyages being scientific, rather than military, and under the 
auspices of the Institute of France. A similar passport needed to be issued by France for the 
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Cape of Good Hope: View at the Foot of Table Mountain 1 8 0 1 

Investigator, a l though there w a s cons iderable delay in this be ing sent. Ostensibly, both expedi t ions were 
not re la ted to colonial ambi t ions . Nevertheless , once underway a significant element of competi t ion was 
introduced. T h e French p l ans ac tual ly were one of the reasons why Fl inders ' initial letter had been 
received so favourably and why B a n k s and the Admira l ty h a d re sponded so speedily. The unsettled 
a reas of Aus t ra l ia were not seen a s any great prize but the British considered it unthinkable that France 
should annex any part of the continent. The only way to ensure this did not happen was to beat the 
French in the race of discovery. 

S o when Fl inders c o m m e n c e d the voyage , the fact that the French were a l ready underway a n d 
could poss ib ly be in the an t ipodes a d d e d a sense of urgency. After leaving E n g l a n d , the Investigator's 
first s top was on 3 August 1 8 0 1 at Funcha l , the main port i s land off Madeira . Here Fl inders was able 
to replenish suppl ies a n d inspect the ship. As the capta in , he had a lways h a d misgiv ings about the 
Investigator's sea worthiness a n d suitabil i ty for the long a n d a rduous voyage . Even by this early s t age 
of the journey, his fears seemed justified because problems had a l ready begun to surface . It was found 
that the ship was leaking a n d the carpenters had to spend several days cau lk ing the holes in what 
b e c a m e a c o m m o n ritual whenever the ship was in port . 

For Westall, hav ing comple ted the initial leg of his first sea voyage , the delay gave him an 
oppor tuni ty to explore the i s land of Made i r a a n d m a k e his first d rawings . Along with Brown and Bauer, 
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and their servants, he took a small boat and went to Madeira, undertaking several exploratory trips. 
Westall was enchanted by the picturesque qualities of the landscape and enthusiastically started his 
work as the landscape and figure artist. Unfortunately these drawings have not survived because on the 
way back to join the Investigator, which was still anchored off Funchal, the scientific teams small boat 
was swamped and Westall's sketches were lost. This incident offered the young artist an early 
introduction to the perils of the sea because he only narrowly escaped being drowned. 

Consequently, the first extant drawings by Westall come from his time in the Cape of Good Hope. 
The Investigator reached the Cape on 16 October and once again had to undergo repairs, with a team 
of expert caulkers employed to repair the new leaks. For eighteen days the Investigator remained in 
port, once more giving the scientific team the chance to explore. They made several expeditions to Table 
Mountain, with Westall capturing its distinctive form in both distant views and detailed, close-up 
studies. With a zest still bolstered by the excitement and novelty of the first months of travel, these 
initial sketches exhibit more care and application than seen in his later Australian drawings. In Cape 
of Good Hope: View at the Foot of Table Mountain he conscientiously employs the rules of perspective, 
with his depiction of the buildings cradled at the bottom of the mountain providing one the best of his 
architectural sketches. Cape of Good Hope: Orange Kloof on Table Mountain (see page 4) is also quite 
a beautiful and accomplished picture, showing intricate cross-hatching and pencil strokes 
painstakingly layered upon each other to build up subtle variations in light and shade. Two figures 
appear at the bottom left of the gorge, giving a sense of scale, as water cascades in the background. 
The foliage and rocks have been precisely rendered. Westall obviously spent considerable time and care 
capturing the scene. 

In the top left-hand corner of both these drawings are catalogue numbers (109 and 115 
respectively), which were added after Westall returned to England. Almost all of the drawings have a 
number that corresponds to a list of numbers and titles of sketches which is now part of the Banks 
Papers in the Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales.3 The naming, identifying and dating 
of each of Westall's drawings has been based on this list. 

After the stopover in the Cape, the Investigator was back at sea by 4 November 1801, with the next 
destination being New Holland. The ship and crew made good time and on 6 December they came in 
sight of Cape Leeuwin, on the south-west coastal tip of Australia. The next morning, 7 December, 
Westall made his first sketch of the Australian coastline, South Coast: Cape Leeuwin, Cape Chatham 
and Eclipse Isles (see page 5) , which was later worked into a more detailed watercolour, Views on the 
South Coast of Australia, and an engraving. Views on the South Coast of Terra Australis (see page 6-7) . 4 

This was the first of his coastal panoramas. Westall produced fourteen views of the south coast and a 
further thirteen of the eastern and northern coastlines. They are very exact drawings and are works for 
which Westall has been rightly praised.5 

To fully comprehend the significance of Westall's topographical drawings it is necessary to ask why 
they were made. Chiefly, they were created for utilitarian rather than aesthetic reasons. They were meant 
to be exact images which could be used by future sailors as navigational aids for negotiating the coastline 
and for plotting courses. Interestingly, they were important to the colonial endeavour in many other ways. 

Topographical drawings, at first, seem to be simple, uncomplicated images that delineate the 
coastline, but they are neither straightforward nor objective documents. Recently, coastal profiles and 
maps have been re-examined and it has been convincingly argued that they are, in fact, highly encoded 
and constructed.6 It is not self-evident that these are images of a coast and it is only through a 
familiarity with other such images and through reading the surrounding words that they make sense. 
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South Coast: Cape Leeuwin, Cape Chatham and Eclipse Isles 1 8 0 1 

Jus t as unders tanding an Aboriginal paint ing of a par t icular a rea of land often requires a familiarity with 

the stories of the Dreamt ime , topographica l drawings require specialist , privileged knowledge. T h e 

numbers a n d coordinates , with their c o m p a s s bear ings , only m a k e sense in te rms of a highly constructed 

sys tem of E u r o p e a n nava l navigat ion. They are not universally unders tood documents but rather, in 

Westall 's case anyway, political a n d legal weapons peculiar to a society with colonial ambi t ions . 

It is impor tan t to keep in mind the complexi ty of the coas ta l profiles when looking at Westall 's 

work. S i m o n Ryan in The Cartographic Eye: How Explorers Saw Australia refutes the notion that 

m a p s are ' innocent ' . He a rgues that it is ' through this belief in the innocence of m a p s ... that they gain 

their au thor i ty ' . 7 Westall 's topograph ica l images certainly were not innocent bu t were des igned to carry 

authority a n d be above quest ion or d ispute . They were proof to all cul tures, from a very Euro-cent r ic 

a n d a r rogant perspect ive , that Britain ha d 'd i scovered ' the land . It was impor tan t that this issue of 

discovery was proven b e c a u s e , in keep ing with nineteenth-century thinking, discovery conveyed the 

rights of ownership and territorial jurisdict ion. For E u r o p e a n s , m a p s t ransformed territory from being 

undiscovered to d iscovered a n d were a vital pa r t of t ak ing possess ion . 
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The role of the topographical views as indisputable documents of discovery, proving that Britain 
was there first, is highlighted by the precise recording of the times and dates which appear on Westall's 
drawings. In his Views on the South Coast of Terra Australis, for example, Westall has written that the 
view of Cape Leeuwin was taken at 6.30 a.m. on 7 December, implying that the image was captured 
instantaneously. The pencil working sketch, however, reveals that these images were developed over 
some time and do not relate to an exact moment. The exactness gives the images authority and aims to 
leave no ambiguity as to when the records were taken. 

At the same time the drawings were proving discovery, they were also refuting Aboriginal rights. 
While many people in nineteenth-century Britain would have been confident that the Investigator's 
voyage was a legitimate claiming of Australia for the empire, in recent years there has been 
considerable controversy over the rules which England exercised when taking what is now often 
deemed to have been Aboriginal land. 8 Whether the British actually discovered Australia has been 
challenged on the basis that the Aborigines took possession of the continent long before Cook's or 
Flinders' voyages. Indeed, as if aware of the conflicting claims to the land, Britain in the early 
nineteenth century adopted complex colonial manoeuvres to refute Aboriginal rights—manoeuvres in 
which visual documentation played a key role. 

Views on the South Coast of Australia 1801 
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Views on the South Coast of Terra Australis 1 8 1 4 

Britain turned to the international law of terra nullius and used it to vindicate its annex ing of the 

continent of New Holland. Terra nullius s l a ted that the land was open to occupa t ion if either no one 

lived there or if the land was not being used. It was obvious that people were there, so the onus w a s on 

Britain to prove that Terra Austra l is was unused. By a rgu ing that the Aborigines were not cul t ivat ing 

the land (not using agricul ture) and it was lying fallow, the Brit ish c la imed Terra Austra l is was not 

owned. Since the Aborigines were not seen to be 'us ing ' the land it was a rgued they did not have 

ownership r ights . T h e fact that they had no nava l char ts or m a p s weakened their c la ims to the land. 

In short, if a country was u n m a p p e d it w a s considered by the E u r o p e a n s to be undiscovered. 
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Flinders not only mapped the land but also bestowed names upon land and coastal features, with 
no thought that the indigenous population may already have done this. Flinders named islands, 
mountains and sea inlets, frequently paying homage to officials back in England, such as Earl Spencer, 
the First Lord of the Admiralty, in the naming of Spencer's Gulf. He also named places after the men 
on the Investigator, including Westall who had a mountain in Queensland named in honour of him. 
This naming came about when the Investigator anchored in Port Bowen and Flinders and the scientific 
party went ashore. Flinders issued the challenge that the first to make it to the top of the highest 
mountain would have it named after him. Westall won, hence the name Mount Westall. On other 
occasions Flinders used the names of towns and counties in England, such as his home town on 
Lincoln, or events that took place when they visited certain spots. This whole process of naming, along 
with converting the continent into a readily recognisable two-dimensional image, was another way that 
Britain appropriated the land and created British associations.9 

After reaching the coast of Australia, the Investigator entered King George's Sound and anchored 
off Seal Island. The Sound had been discovered and named ten years earlier by Captain George 
Vancouver but it still warranted detailed exploration. The scientific team was sent ashore under a guard 
of marines, with the Investigator lying off Princess Royal Harbour. Flinders was intrigued by two 
distant sheets of water and on 23 December set off to investigate them with twelve others. The ship 
stayed in the area for another week, spending Christmas there, until Flinders had completed his survey 
and the Investigator was ready to continue. There are only five surviving sketches from the time Westall 
spent in King George's Sound but these are the first of his New Holland landscapes. One watercolour, 
King George's Sound: View on the Peninsula to the North of Peak Head, shows the typical directness 
with which Westall depicted Australian scenery. He did not attempt to tidy up the landscape or 
embellish it, leaving a fallen branch in a quite stark landscape. 

Once adverse winds had died down Flinders left King George's Sound on 4 January 1802. The 
Investigator's itinerary was to follow the south coast of Australia, charting what is now the south of 
Western Australia, South Australia and Victoria, with the first leg of the journey finishing at Port Jackson. 
During the first days of sailing, Flinders had to tackle a maze of islands and so headed towards the 
mainland and was fortunate to find a sheltered bay, which he called Lucky Bay. Once again the scientific 
team went ashore, staying five days and not leaving until 14 January. Westall did one drawing of Lucky 
Bay. which he developed into an oil painting, in addition to a panoramic sketch of Middle Island, which 
included Goose Island and the mainland shore between Cape Pasley and Cape Arid. Even by this stage, 
when the Investigator had only been at sea for six months of its two-year voyage, Westall's output was 
beginning to decrease—a sign that he was already starting to find the coastline tedious and uninspiring. 
As Westall later made clear, he found the uneventful days of sailing frustrating and monotonous. 

Some excitement did arise at the end of February, however, when the coastline abruptly turned 
north-east. The Investigator was actually sailing into the Great Australian Bight but Flinders and the 
crew, not knowing this, thought they may have found the fabled strait dividing New Holland. As each 
day passed, though, it became apparent that they were only sailing into an extensive gulf and that one 
of the main aims of the voyage had been achieved: they had established that no strait separated New 
South Wales from the rest of the continent. There was disappointment, however, that this was a 
negative rather than positive discovery. To have found a sea channel, to chart it and announce its 
existence would have been much more exciting than to confirm that one did not exist. The despondency 
that Flinders and the crew felt must have affected Westall and added to his sense that he was 
undertaking a somewhat mundane journey. 
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King George's Sound: View on the Peninsula to the Nor th of Peak Head 1801 

While the Investigator experienced a few prob lems in its first months at sea . including leaks (which 

were still minor at this s tage) and the near drowning of the scientific t e a m at Madei ra , the v o y a g e h a d 

been reasonably trouble free. The crew was healthy a n d there had been no casual t ies from either 

sh ipboard d iseases or from accidents . Tragically, this all changed on Sunday , 21 February 1 8 0 2 . With 

water suppl ies seriously depleted, Fl inders sent his first mate , John This t le , and midsh ipman , William 

Taylor, and six other seamen in the cutter to seek an anchorage where fresh water could be obta ined. 

They were at the western side of Spencer ' s Gulf. As da rkness fell, the cutter w a s seen returning in the 

dis tance but it never m a d e it back to the Inresl igator . A search party was sent out but it was hampered 

by s t rong t ides. The next morning the wreck of the cutter was found, obviously having caps ized , but 

no bodies were recovered. Deeply upset by the accident . Fl inders called the area C a p e Ca tas t rophe . Six 

is lands in the vicinity were named after the seamen and Thist le Is land after the first mate . 
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Thistle Island 1802 

There are only two surviving d rawings by Westall from this t ime but neither makes direct reference 

to the calamity. One is a d rawing of Thist le Is land, which was dated 2 2 February , the day the wreck of 

the cutter was discovered. In itself it is a fairly unremarkab le drawing but given the fact that the man 

the island had been named after had just been killed, the spa r se l andscape becomes more intriguing. 

It s t ands a s a kind of memoria l to Thist le and his death in a remote land. Similarly, a watercolour of a 

snake ga ins poignancy with the knowledge that this was the snake that had been collected the day 

before by This t le . Up until this s tage Westall had not depicted the fauna of the a rea as this was really 

the task of Bauer. The snake , however, is not so much a scientific recording but rather refers to one of 

the last occas ions Fl inders and Thistle spent together. In A Voyage to Terra Australis. Minders recalls 

that on the morning This t le died, he had n a m e d This t le I s land after him a n d they had both gone ashore 

to survey it. 
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In our way up the hills, to take a commanding station for the survey, a speckled, yellow snake lay asleep before 
us. By pressing the butt end of a musket upon his neck, I kept him down while Mr. Thistle, with a sail needle 
and twine, sewed up his mouth; and he was taken on board alive for the naturalist to examine ... 10 

With the snake aboard the Investigator, Westall was able to complete a detailed painting of i t . 1 1 

With no hope of finding anyone from the cutter alive, Flinders sailed on, still in need of fresh water. 
On 2 5 February 1 8 0 2 he moved into a harbour which he called Port Lincoln, after his native shire. 
Westall sailed to Sleaford Mere and made a sketch of it. In the nine days the Investigator spent in Port 
Lincoln Westall made five sketches and one watercolour; he was gaining a sureness but numerically his 
output was still unimpressive. On 6 March with water supplies replenished the Investigator left Port 
Lincoln. The feeling aboard ship was sombre in the wake of the deaths of Thistle and the others and 
the realisation that there was no strait. 

At this melancholic time, the last thing Flinders needed to see was a French ship on the horizon, 
He must have been full of trepidation and dread when he sighted Baudins Geographe as he entered 
Bass Strait on 8 April 1 8 0 2 . The moment of reckoning had come. Where had the French been? What 
parts of the coast had they charted? I lad the coast that the Investigator been sailing along already been 
thoroughly surveyed by the French? For Flinders it must have been a tense moment as he went aboard 
the Geographe and met with Baudin. Fortunately, it was not long before he was put out of his misery 
and informed that the French had achieved very little. The Geographe and Naturaliste had stayed a 

Thistle Island: A Snake 1802 
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Hawkesbury River: View No. 5 1802 

long time in Ile-de-France before they had sailed to Cape Leeuwin. The onset of winter had forced them 
back up to Timor where they spent three months, losing valuable time. The ships then had moved on 
to Van Diemen's Land via eastern Australia in March but were forced to delay their work yet again 
because of the persistence of scurvy. The French scientific team had also wanted to work in Tasmania, 
with one French officer apparently saying to Flinders ‘if we had not been kept so long picking up shells 
and catching butterflies at Van Diemen's Land, you would not have discovered the south coast before 

us'.12 The much relieved Flinders named the place opposite where he met the French Encounter Bay. 
After stopping briefly at Port Phillip, the Investigator came in sight of Port Jackson on 8 May 1 8 0 2 . 

Although only a developing settlement, this fledgling town must have been a welcome sight for Westall. 
As if revitalised, his production in Port Jackson and the surrounding countryside increased greatly. He 
sketched Aborigines and made expeditions into the interior with Brown and Bauer. Westall became 
particularly enamoured of the Hawkesbury River, making thirteen drawings of it, an extraordinary 
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Number considering that he had fallen into a pattern of making just one or two drawings of the places 
where the Investigator stopped. Not only did the number of images increase but also the attention he 
paid to the landscape. In Hawkesbury River: View No. 5 he not only captured the flow of the 
meandering river and the outlines of the mountain, but also attentively depicted the foreground foliage, 
displaying a diligence not seen since he was in the Cape. 

Willi the Investigator once again undergoing repairs, the scientific team and the crew spent nearly 
ten weeks in Port Jackson. In this time Weslall received a local commission in addition lo his Admiralty 
work. Governor King, who had gone out of his way to help restock and repair the Investigator, 
requested Westall paint a watercolour of Government House. Sydney: Government House was held in 
the King family until it was donated to the National Library of Australia. This is one of the few 
paintings Westall worked into a finished state while on the voyage. 

Sydney: Government House 1802 
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Towards the end of the Investigator's time in port, the French ship the Geographe arrived with a 
very ill crew and it was clear that they were now effectively out of the ' race ' . Having achieved all he 
wanted on the south coast, it was now time for Flinders to head north along the east coast, following 
the routes that Cook had already surveyed. Flinders' task was to fill in the gaps on existing charts and 
make any corrections. Accompanying him was the Lady Nelson, a shallow-bottomed ship more suited 
to negotiating the river bars and shoal waters. During the journey up the east coast the Investigator 
stopped at Port Curtis, Keppel Bay and Port Bowen. Westall made various coastal profiles, as well as 
some botanical drawings. Once again, boredom with the landscape seems to have well and truly set in 
and Westall became more lax in his drawing than ever before. For example, in Mount Westall: View 
South-east, while he has carefully drawn the features in the distance, and these survived into oil 
painting, the foliage has only been cursorily filled in, with little enthusiasm for capturing the specifics. 

Mount Westall: View South-east 1802 
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Murray Isles 1802 

The Investigator spent just over two months along the east coast, with Flinders finding a passage 
through the Barrier Beef and reaching the Torres Strait on 2 8 October 1 8 0 2 . He dropped anchor off 
the largest of the Murray Islands group and three canoes of fifty natives came out to trade, a scene 
captured in the watercolour Murray Isles. From this point onwards Westall's paintings reflect more of 
an interest in people and events than landscape. Unlike the time when Thistle and the other crew 
members died and he drew images only superficially related to the accident, during this period he 
actually showed scenes, incidents and portraits of people he met. For example, on 17 February the 
Investigator approached a cluster of islands where there was an encounter with Malayan proas from 
Macassar, who had come to fish for beche-de-mer, which they sold in Timor and to the Chinese. Their 
chief, Probasso, came aboard and he and Flinders struck up a warm relationship, with Westall 
completing a portrait of him, The English Company's Islands: Probasso, a Malay Chief (see page 17). 

By the end of October 1 8 0 2 the monsoon rains had begun, but Flinders decided to continue the 
charting of the Gulf of Carpentaria. Despite the rain and high humidity, the survey of the Gulf of 
Carpentaria was completed by 11 February and Flinders was ready to take on the rest of the north 
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coast. The ship, however, was rotting and the verdict of the carpenters was that it could not be kept at 
sea any longer than six months. Therefore Flinders decided to head for Port Jackson by way of the west 
and south coasts, speedily skirting the coast rather than carefully charting it and effectively 
circumnavigating Australia. The health of the crew was deteriorating and many were seriously ill by 
the time they arrived in Port Jackson in June 1803 for the second time. Here the Investigator was 
condemned and declared not seaworthy. This was a bitter blow for Flinders who was denied the 
opportunity of finishing his survey and returning triumphantly to England with completed charts of 
New Holland. 

Flinders was left with no choice but to go back to England and then come out again with another 
ship to thoroughly complete the survey of the north. Consequently, the Porpoise was recruited at Port 
Jackson to take members of the crew and the scientific team back to Britain. The captains of two other 
vessels, the Cato and Bridgewater, also wanted to accompany Flinders on his journey home. So it was 
decided the three ships would travel up the east coast and back to England by way of the Torres Strait. 
On the morning of 10 August 1803 they set sail from Port Jackson, with Flinders and his men in the 
Porpoise, leaving the Investigator behind. A week later disaster struck. 

On the night of 17 August 1803, Flinders, who was under the misapprehension that they were well 
clear of the Great Barrier Reef, sighted breakers, indicating that there was a reef ahead. The Porpoise 
struck coral first and before a warning could be fired, the Cato was also dashed on the reef. The 
Bridgewater was able to avoid the reef and sailed off. The two ships were still afloat but any kind of 
evacuation was impossible until daylight; so everyone had to wait on the precariously balanced ships 
until the morning. At dawn, Flinders spotted a dry sandbank and men and supplies were transferred 
to it. Three men died but that was the total of the fatalities. 

Westall's collection of drawings survived with little damage and few losses but Brown lost a 
collection of living plants and dried specimens. There are water stains on several of Westall's drawings 
but the bulk of the collection remains intact. Assuming that only a handful of images were destroyed, 
Westall produced relatively few images on the voyage, particularly when compared to the assiduous and 
prolific Bauer. In 1805 Bauer returned with a massive 2000 sketches, most of which were remarkably 
elaborate. By contrast Westall's collection of 140 sketches completed in just over two years looks 
meagre. William Daniell, Westall's brother-in-law and one of those artists who had turned down the 
offer to go on the expedition himself, noted: 

... considering the time He [sic] was absent from England, and the countries He [sic] visited, [Westall] 
made but few drawings, and he did not think of what might be interesting to the Topographer ... 1 3 

This does not undermine the importance of the collection and its significance but rather reveals 
aspects of Westall's character. As a young and fairly restless artist, Westall lacked the industriousness 
of his older colleagues. In his later career, Westall did not have the temperament for the painstaking 
and relentless work involved in scientific drawing but rather had a more creative spirit and imagination 
than his tour around Australia allowed. Joseph Farington, after speaking with Westall on his return, 
noted that Westall 'did not appear to be very desirous of returning to the Navy from thinking it held 
out very little prospect of adventure'.1 4 

Ninety-four men were forced to live on the sandbank at Wreck Reef while rescue plans were made. 
The bank was only 300 yards (approximately 270 metres) long and 100 yards (approximately 90 
metres) wide but a little camp of tents was erected and a blue ensign was hoisted with the Union Jack 
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View of Wreck Reef Bank Taken at Low Water: Terra Australis 1803 

placed upside down to show that they were in need of help. Westall captured the scene in View of Wreck 
Reef Bank Taken at Low Water: Terra Australis, which was later made into an oil painting and an 
engraving. Flinders decided that a small crew should take the larger of the Porpoise's two six-oared 
cutters and row to Sydney, a distance of 750 miles (approximately 1200 kilometres), and then return 
with other rescue ships. He set out on 26 August, taking thirteen days to reach Sydney. In Port Jackson, 
the Rolla. a merchant ship, was enlisted to pick up some of the castaways and take them to Canton; 
the Francis was ordered to return others to Sydney; and the Cumberland was instructed to return 
Flinders directly to England as he did not want to waste any time. 

The rescue ships left Port Jackson on 21 September and arrived to great cheers and relief at Wreck 
Reef on 5 October 1803. Westall opted to board the Rolla., which was heading for Canton in China. 
People and belongings were all loaded by 11 October and the three ships sailed off to their respective 
destinations. The voyage of the Investigator and its circumnavigation of New Holland were effectively 
over. 
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We must ever recollect that nature is most defective in composition; and must be a little assisted. 
William Gilpin, 17941 

When Westall arrived in the port city of Canton at the end of 1803 he was befriended by a 
D. Lance, an official of the East India Company. Lance's name is frequently mentioned in 
Westall's accounts of his time in China and it is evident that Lance became a guardian and 

adviser to the impressionable young artist, freely offering his suggestions and counsel.2 Unfortunately 
Lance's judgement was often flawed. He advised Westall not to return to England immediately but to 
explore the Canton region, where he undertook such sketching expeditions as one with a group of 
scientists up the Pei Kiang River. Lance also encouraged Westall to visit other countries and, taking 
Lance's advice, in early 1804 Westall boarded the Carron bound for India. 

While he was on these sojourns, Westall was still a paid government employee. He was not a free 
agent and had no right to travel where his whim took him. He had an obligation to explain his 
movements and seek approval for his actions from Joseph Banks and the Admiralty. Realising this, 
Westall wrote to Banks on 31 January 1804 outlining his travel plans and giving the reasons for his 
delay in returning home.3 

This significant letter is the longest extant piece of correspondence by Westall. It offers an 
interesting insight into his character but not an altogether flattering one. The letter reveals a rather 
temperamental and querulous side to Westall's personality; although it cannot be forgotten that he was 
still very young and inexperienced in the finer points of tact and diplomacy. Westall painfully, and 
almost remorsefully, justifies his proposed trip to Ceylon at government expense, maintaining that he 
would rather not go but felt he must bring back more exciting images than those he did in New 
Holland. He drones on about his disappointment in the monotonous Australian landscape and 
remonstrates with Banks on his frustrations. He continues in a churlish manner, stating that he was not 
aware that the Investigator was only taking him to New Holland: 
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I was not aware that the voyage was confined to New Holland only had I known this I most certainly 
would not have engaged in a hazardous voyage where I could have little opportunity of employing my 
pencil with any advantage to myself or my employers.4 

He adds that he would have been 'fully recompensed, for being so long on that barren coast, by the 
richness of the South Sea Islands', which he believed the Investigator was going to visit.5 As it did not, 
he implies that he had the right to compensation in going to India. Some writers have expressed 
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sympathy for Westall's misconceptions and an understanding of why he may have felt a sense of 
disillusionment at the reality of the Investigator'?, route. Rex and Thea Rienits propose that confusion 
over the places to be visited may have arisen from the time when William Daniell was originally offered 
the appointment. Daniell believed that the expedition would visit some islands in the South Pacific 
situated farther out from Otaheite and he probably passed this information on to Westall.6 

If originally there were plans to take the sloop beyond New Holland when Daniell was still part of 
the team, this was certainly not the case when Westall was appointed and he had little excuse for not 
realising that. On 29 April 1801 Westall signed an agreement that clearly stated his and the other 
scientists' terms of employment. The contract was explicit in establishing that the purpose of the 
voyage was to explore the country of New Holland; there was absolutely no mention of visiting 
anywhere else. Banks had devised this document, the first of its kind for exploratory trips, to 'prevent 
all misunderstandings' and to avoid the sort of confusion that was now being created by Westall.7 

Banks and the Lords of the Admiralty were not impressed by Westall's acerbic correspondence, 
which implied that he had somehow been deceived. From their point of view, they had given the young 
and inexperienced Westall an exceptional opportunity to make his mark as an artist and to be part of 
a great adventure. All they were getting in return were complaints. Rather than following their 
instructions, Westall was following Lance's. And while he acknowledged his debt of obedience to the 
Admiralty, writing that he would return home if that is what they wished, he was already on board the 
Carron when he wrote the letter and was clearly determined on a path of action. As a display of 
disapproval at his impertinence, Westall's appointment as a government employee was ceased and as 
far as the Admiralty was concerned his trips to Ceylon and India were on private rather than official 
business. Further, for his transgression Westall was curtly informed that he would have to find his own 
passage home. 8 

While Westall had been dismissed from service, the Admiralty was still anxious that his sketches be 
returned to England as quickly as possible. Under the agreement which Westall had signed, his 
drawings were 'the property of the public' and the Admiralty had the right to use them for a publication 
about the voyage. As with past expeditions, the Admiralty wanted to capitalise on its expenditure and 
effort by producing an extensive illustrated account of the journey and its major discoveries.9 Westall's 
jaunts were delaying the process, adding to the irritation already caused by his letter. 

The absence of Westall and his drawings was not the only obstacle hampering the Admiralty's 
plans, and by no means the most serious one. On his way back to England, Matthew Flinders had 
stopped for supplies at Mauritius, which was then under French control. England was once again at 
war with France and through a series of misfortunes and misunderstandings Flinders was imprisoned 
on the island. In the end it was a very lengthy, and tragic, detention lasting just under seven years, until 
1810. 

Westall finally arrived back in England at the end of 1804, after being away for over three years. 1 0 

With his Australian sketches returned to the Admiralty and with Flinders being held captive, Westall 
realised he would not be called upon to contribute to the publication on the Investigator's voyage for 
some time so, still hungry for foreign adventure, he sailed to Madeira and Jamaica in 1805, not 
returning home again until 1806. In 1808 he joined the Associated Artists in Water Colour, and staged 
an exhibition of his foreign views. The exhibition included scenes from China, India, Madeira and the 
West Indies, but none of his Australian scenes. This was in part because Westall did not consider them 
worthy of display and also because the Admiralty owned them and had the first right to decide what 
should be done with them. 
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Five years had passed since the demise of the voyage of the Investigator and the sketches had not 
been seen by the British public. Despite any ill feeling that may have lingered over Westall's letter from 
Canton, both he and the Admiralty had much to be gained in bringing the images to the public 
attention. They had invested too much in the 'landscape and figure' paintings to let them just 
deteriorate in storage. With Cook's voyages the Admiralty had commissioned William Hodges and John 
Webber to produce oil paintings based on their rough watercolours and pencil drawings. Eventually, 
having to proceed without Flinders, they did the same with Westall. Banks instigated and urged the 
commission and in 1809 Westall's sketches were returned to him with instructions to produce nine oil 
paintings of scenes of New Holland.1 1 

It was a commission that would occupy Westall for three years, with the last painting being 
completed in 1812. Selections of the paintings were exhibited in both 1810 and 1812 at the Royal 
Academy, leading to Westall's election as an Associate of the Royal Academy in 1 8 1 2 . 1 2 Becoming an 
Associate of the Academy was the first positive consequence to come from his Australian work and it 
was the first major step towards becoming an Academician, of which there were only forty, the ultimate 
aim for a conservative artist such as Westall.1 3 

While he was in Australia Westall's duty was to produce landscapes and figures that accurately 
depicted the coastline and people of Australia; back in England his agenda changed. The six-year break 
from working with exacting scientists such as Robert Brown and Ferdinand Bauer had altered Westall's 
outlook. Now that he was in his mid twenties, he was much more concerned with establishing himself 
as a leading creative artist than a topographic and scientific draughtsman. He wanted to meet artistic 
expectations rather than scientific ones. Certain standards were required in oil paintings and Westall 
realised that if he just copied his rough, and what he perceived as rather dull, sketches he would be 
severely criticised. The Australian landscape had to be reworked. 

In his Canton letter, Westall was scathing in his remarks on Australia, writing that his New Holland 
subjects could neither 'afford pleasure from exhibiting the face of a beautiful country, nor curiosity 
from their singularity'.1 4 On the other hand, he hoped that the 'the rich and picturesque' Ceylon, with 
its 'infinite variety', would provide him with more varied and valuable subjects. The key element, the 
critical quality, that was missing from the Australian countryside was the 'picturesque'. 

Over the years the word picturesque has come to be an amorphous term referring simply to a scene 
that is attractive and is suitable for a picture. In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the 
picturesque, which reached its height of popularity in the 1790s, while still carrying the meaning of a 
scene worthy of a picture was more closely defined. It referred to a particular aesthetic, although there 
was debate and lengthy discussion on exactly what it constituted, with various artists and theorists 
entering into involved deliberations. 

One of the picturesque's leading advocates, the Reverend William Gilpin. defined the picturesque as 
that which stimulates the imagination to reverie or admiration.1 5 He elaborated on how a picture could 
achieve this, writing that it must have a variety of elements, including interesting trees, shrubs, hills, 
rivers, figures or buildings, and these must be portrayed with 'roughness'. This roughness, whether it be 
jagged rocks or gnarled branches, was intended to make the scene appear more natural, rather than 
smooth and ordered. Another major theorist, Uvedale Price, also argued that the picturesque should 
bring landscape painting back to a celebration of nature. 1 6 He drew attention to the need for 'abrupt 
variation', where diverse and interesting elements of the landscape were mixed together. These writers 
had some conflicting opinions but when looking at the actual picturesque landscapes painted in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries a distinct, if not monotonous, formula and style emerges. 
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Entrance to Port Lincoln from behind Memory Core. February 1802 1809-12 

(Ministry o f Defence Art Collection. London: transparency courtesy of N a t i o n a l Maritime M u s e u m . Greenwich. L o n d o n ) 

Westall was determined to impose this formula on the Australian landscape and he did not let the 
fact that he had not found picturesque scenes, full of variety and interest, interfere with introducing 
the aesthetic into his oil paintings and the subsequent engravings, He simply manipulated and modified 
his sketches until the elusive picturesque miraculously appeared. For example, in Entrance to Port 
Lincoln from behind Memory Core. February 1S02 the major features of the picturesque can be 
identified. Firstly, the scene consists of a dark foreground receding to a light background, with light 
also falling upon the humpy to add variety and interest. This strong contrast between light and dark 
areas is one of the basic elements of picturesque painting. The foreground is crowded with an 
extraordinary range of foliage, rocky protrusions and hills, providing the obligatory roughness and 
natural interest. The towering tree on the left unites the foreground and the background, as well as 
acting as a frame at the top of the picture. A tree placed in such a position was a common picturesque 
device that appeared in many landscapes produced in England at the time. Such trees broke up the 
horizon line and. once again, added interest through variety. 
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The finished oil painting of Port Lincoln bears little resemblance to Westalls original sketches. He 
actually spliced two drawings, maintaining the background of one distant view of Port Lincoln (see 
below) and the foreground of another (see page 24) . In composing all of his oil paintings Westall had 
no hesitation with this kind of 'creativity . He argued that by combining various elements he was 
creating a typical landscape rather than one specific to a locality. 1 8 But his images were so contrived 
and full of artifice that they almost became complete fancy. Before judging Westall as complicit in some 
kind of artistic deception and fraud, although on one level he certainly was. it cannot be forgotten that 
in the early nineteenth century such liberties were accepted and even expected. Gilpin himself wrote 
that a 'picturesque composition consists in uniting in one whole a variety of parts' and this was what 
Westall d id . 1 9 The painter's duty was to go in search of landscapes that were picturesque and to capture 
the naturalness and beauty of these scenes. 2 0 If, however, the picturesque could not be found the artist 
was given licence, and indeed it was his or her obligation, to assist nature. This was the great paradox 

Port Lincoln: A Distant View [no . 1 ] 1802 
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of the picturesque: even though nature was supreme and the natural was to be pursued, the artist was 
also entrusted to improve upon nature, even if this meant falsifying a scene and making it quite 
unnatural. 

Westall's manipulation of the view of Port Lincoln was quite gentle compared to what he did in 
other paintings. The image Part of King George III Sound, on the South Coast of New Holland, 
December 1801 is a more obvious example of how Westall worked his sketches to make them more 
pleasing to European eyes and how he transformed his 'barren' landscapes into more interesting 
scenes. In the original pencil sketch, King George's Sound: View from Peak Head (see page 26), Westall 
carefully drew the coastline, with an unimpressive scrub tree and a fallen branch in the foreground. In 
the oil painting he maintained the accuracy of the coastline and was very diligent in transferring the 
features of the coast, in order that the scene could be recognised as King George's Sound. On his 
original sketch there are faint pencil lines forming a grid. These would have been drawn when he was 
in England, in preparation for the oil painting. Such grids were used to assist in copying a sketch to a 
canvas, with the squares dividing the images into small workable portions that were easy to duplicate. 
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Part of King George III Sound, on the South Coast of New Holland, December 1801 1 8 0 9 - 1 2 
(Ministry of Defence Arl Collection, London; transparency courtesy of National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London) 

Such concern for accuracy disappeared when Westall painted the foreground, which he dramatically 
altered. The scrub tree on the left metamorphosed into a palm and the fallen branch sprouted banksia 
flowers. A whole array of features was added to make the image more interesting and to meet the 
conventions of picturesque variety. Quite fancifully he imported grass trees from Port Jackson and placed 
them on the right to frame the picture and break up the horizon. The grass trees were clearly taken from 
Port Jackson: Grass Trees (see page 2 7 ) , a sketch Westall completed in the following year, and the 
gnarled tree next to it was probably based on the eucalyptus in Spencer's Gulf: Eucalyptus (see page 28). 
To complete the picturesque scene two Aborigines were added to the foreground and are shown 
preparing a fire. Such unabashed, and to modern eyes almost amusing, tampering occurs in all the oil 
paintings, bringing us back to the point that Westall's paintings are not faithful to what he saw. Like 
most written documents, these paintings are complex texts that need to be analysed in context and 
carefully decoded. 
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Part of (the decoding involves investigating why Westall chose the picturesque as the mode to 
represent the Australian landscape and why he decided not to work in other traditions such as the 
sublime. Some thirty years earlier. William Hodges in his paintings for the Admiralty had worked in 
the conventions of the sublime, which involved much grander scenes and showed an awesome and 
overpowering nature.21 Hodges depicted man battling to survive in the natural world and adopted a 
style of painting that showed excitement and the danger of exploration. By the time Westall was 
painting his Australian scenes the sublime was not as popular and this was one of the reasons why he 
chose the picturesque. He was simply working with conventions which were more widely appreciated 
and which were favoured by artistic circles. 

Such a simple explanation for why Westall used one particular aesthetic in preference to another, 
while valid, is limited and leaves many questions unanswered: Why were certain conventions in vogue 
in the first place and why did they lose their popularity? What happened to change popular artistic 
tastes between the years when Hodges went in quest for exciting, turbulent scenes and when Westall 
pursued a much calmer nature? To understand landscape aesthetics many art historians have 

King George's Sound: View from Peak Head 1801 
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convincingly argued that an awareness of the underlying ideology of a painting is crucial to 
comprehending how it was painted. Particular styles have an implicit ideology and as that ideology 
becomes unpalatable or irrelevant so does the particular mode of landscape painting. 

In the 1980s a considerable amount of effort was directed by art historians towards scrutinising 
forms of landscape painting of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and their relationship to the 
political and social pressures and values of the day. Just as maps and coastal profiles have been judged 
to have underlying meanings and implications, so have styles of painting. In relation to a discussion of 
Westall's work, the most influential and relevant publications on the subject are John Barrell's The Dark 
Side of the Landscape: The Rural Poor in English Painting and Ann Bermingham's Landscape and 
Ideology.22 The arguments put forward in these books help to explain the significance of Westall's use 
of the picturesque. Both Barrell and Bermingham contend that landscape painting is laden with 
ideological significance and the popularity and development of particular styles is, to a large extent, 
determined by the political issues of the time and the tensions surrounding the real landscape. They 
argue that the picturesque developed in reaction to what was happening to the English countryside with 
the acceleration of land enclosure. 

Enclosure was a land policy involving subdivision and the fencing of common lands and large open 
fields, hence the name enclosure. Increased sections of the countryside were put under cultivation in 
order to develop a more productive agrarian society that would meet the demands of the expanding 
towns and colonies. The real landscape changed from appearing natural and unkempt to being divided 
and ordered. As this process continued, there was a growing nostalgia for when the English landscape 
appeared more 'natural' and a desire for the rough and unconstrained nature to be seen in picturesque 
painting. But the picturesque was not simply about nostalgia. It was also a political weapon that 
highlighted concerns about the process of urbanisation. Enclosure was associated with the rise of 
industrialism and with the disintegration of the old estate system. The changing landscape was a 
product and symbol of the upheavals which Britain was experiencing and it was a point of tension 
between the old established country families and the new industrial classes. The picturesque, by 
celebrating the natural and pre-industrial landscape, became a highly charged protest against the 
economic and social changes that were sweeping the country. 

While Barrell and Benningham explore in depth the relationship between the picturesque and the 
political, economic and social events taking place in England, little work has been done on the 
significance of artists, such as Westall, using the picturesque to depict foreign lands. The, political and 
social dimension of Westall's work was just as strong and complex as in English landscape painting. 
Just as the picturesque was the ideal way to make a statement about urbanisation and industrialism, 
it was also the perfect vehicle for presenting colonial ambitions and justifying colonial actions. 

While Westall's topographical drawings played their part in claiming discovery, and therefore 
refuting Aboriginal ownership of the land, the picturesque was used to make the country attractive and 
desirable. Hodges' wild, sublime images of the previous century had celebrated Britain's bravery and 
ability to penetrate harsh territory, but Westall's picturesque images presented a land that looked 
appealing rather than threatening—a pristine landscape, an Arcadia, unspoiled by the problems that 
plagued Europe, such as over-population, poverty, war or even enclosure. These images made 
possession of the land all the more attractive. The land's 'natural' appearance made it more inviting to 
prospective colonists and justified the immense efforts that were going into colonisation. 

Most of the areas Westall visited had not been settled by Europeans and, consequently, were easily 
depicted as untouched. Other places such as Port Jackson were more of a challenge. In the engraving 
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View of Port Jackson Taken from the South Head Westall pushed the town far into the background so 
that only a very thin line of white buildings and some tiny ships in the harbour can be seen. There is 
no indication of the destruction or, for that matter, the hard work that made this settlement possible. 
The picturesque acted to obscure any damage that was being done through colonisation. The harsh 
realities of convict life, the destruction of the landscape and the destitution of the indigenous 
population were all concealed so that Australia could be promoted as being about ease and natural 
abundance. 

In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, landscape paintings almost invariably included 
people.23 The rules and theories of the picturesque extended to how people should be portrayed and 
how figures should be arranged in the landscape. Like so many elements of the picturesque, the figures 
were designed to add interest and to break up the composition, although the inclusion of too many 
figures was not encouraged. Gilpin wrote: 

View of Port Jackson Taken from the South Head (engraving by John Pye) 1814 
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In adorning your sketch, a figure, or two. may be introduced with propriety ... But they should be 

introduced sparingly. In profusion they arc affected. Their chief use is, to mark a road—to break a piece 

of foreground. 2 4 

figures and dwellings had a formal, compositional function and beyond this who was included and 
how they were painted were politically significant. In English landscape scenes it was the poor who 
were represented, with their raggedness adding to the roughness and aesthetic appeal of the painting. 
They offered aristocratic and middle-class audiences a sense of superiority. The poor were represented 

as small, remote, unreal figures in need of guidance and governing. In Weslalls paintings the 
Aborigines fitted very neatly into the position which the poor occupied in English landscape scenes. In 
his oil paintings Weslall always placed the Aborigines at a great distance, making them minuscule, 
impersonal figures open to the same exploitation. 

Port Jackson: A Group of Natives 1802 
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Westall was not only drawing on the traditions of the picturesque in his figure painting but was also 
using the noble savage model. The concept of the noble savage came to prominence in the mid to late 
eighteenth century through Jean-Jacques Rousseau and as a result of Cook's voyages and accounts of 
the indigenous populations of the South Seas. The noble savage was an heroic figure who proudly lived 
in unspoiled lands. It was a term more readily applied to Tahitians than native Australians, but several 
of the earliest images of Aborigines by Europeans show that they were cast in the noble savage role. 
Portraying an individual as a noble savage meant showing them in a classical pose and in flowing 
drapery. By association with the classical past, the noble savage was put on a par with the great figures 
of antiquity. Parkinson's Two Natives of New Holland Advancing to Combat of 1773 is the first known 
portrayal of an Aborigine by a European and is exemplary of the noble savage genre. It shows two 
Aborigines who challenged the landing at Botany Bay and advanced with spears, as gallant warriors. 
The stance and attitude of the men is based on the Borghese Gladiator, a comparison not lost on the 
audience of the day, inviting parallels between their courage and majesty. From this point onwards, 
until the late 1810s and early 1820s, such classical-style images dominated portrayals of Aborigines 
by British artists. 

While in Australia, Westall produced many images of Aborigines, particularly at Spencer's Gulf, 
Port Jackson, Keppel Bay and Shoalwater Bay. In several of these sketches he has used classical 
prototypes. For example, even in the rough line drawing of Port Jackson: A Group of Natives (see page 
31) Westall's training in classical figure draughtsmanship comes to the fore. The figure on the rock is 
drawn according to all the rules of classical casts and with the idea of perfect proportion. It must be 
noted, though, that Westall, while aspiring to the classical, was not always able to conform to antique 
standards and often his figure drawings were awkward. The figures in Port Jackson: A Group of Natives 
were used in the engraving View of Port Jackson Taken from the South Head (see page 30). Some 
minor, but nevertheless significant, changes were made: the man's dangerous spear has been replaced 
with a fire-stoking stick, thereby removing any threatening connotations and showing the Aborigines 
lived harmoniously with their environment. 

Part of the earlier imagery of the noble savage, as mentioned in the example of Two Natives of New 
Holland Advancing to Combat, was to portray Aborigines as warriors: they were noble because they 
were brave. In the mid to late eighteenth century the wild and sublime landscapes together with the 
challenging foe added to the excitement of exploring foreign lands. But by the time Westall was in 
Australia the rebelling Aborigines were proving to be more of a nuisance and an embarrassment than 
objects of admiration. They interfered in settlement and made Australia an altogether more 
unattractive place, hence the desire in official images to suppress even the hint of tension. With Banks 
and the Admiralty looking over Westall's shoulder to ensure the images were acceptable, the 
complexities and real anxieties of the relationship between the coloniser and the colonised were avoided 
and the images sanitised. Westall did not portray warriors, instead he painted peaceful 'civilised' 
Aborigines dressed in classical garb. The noble savage was a safe stereotype. 

Among Westall's original drawings are several that reveal the reality of the often violent and 
strained relationship between the crew of the Investigator and the Aborigines. For instance, in the right 
corner of King George's Sound: View from the North-west there are guns, which were routinely taken 
on treks, but these never reappear in the finished works. When the Investigator landed in King George's 
Sound there had been some tension between the crew and the Aborigines, with one man brandishing a 
spear, and it took several days for friendly relations to be established between the two groups. At Port 
Curtis the crew was bombarded with stones, with the Aborigines only stopping when muskets were 
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King George's Sound: View from the North-west 1801 

fired over their heads, and at Caledon Buy they ran into trouble when their weapons were stolen by a 
group of Aborigines. 

On one occasion during the Investigator's expedition the guns were used. Blue Mud Bay: Body of 
a Native Shot on Morgan's Island (see page 3 4 ) depicts an Aborigine shot after the spearing of Mr 
Whitewood, master's mate, on 21 January 1 8 0 3 , while the Investigator was sailing along the northern 
shore. Whitewood was killed by a group of Aborigines who had pursued Westall while he was sketching. 
The Aborigines tried to escape in canoes but one was killed. As Flinders explains, Westall was anxious 
to draw the dead figure. 

A boat was sent in the morning to search for the dead body, the painter being desirous of it to make a 
drawing, and the naturalist and surgeon for anatomical purposes. The corpse was found lying at the 
water's edge ... A musket ball had passed through the shoulder blade, from behind; and penetrating 
upwards, had lodged in the neck. 2 6 

Westall's image is a death portrait. Portraying and studying the dead in the name of science and 
for the discoveries that could be made about human anatomy and physiognomy was common in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth century. The figure of the Aborigine is fully stretched out and exposed for 
scrutiny. Unable to fit in the left foot Westall has drawn it in the bottom corner, giving the impression 
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of a ghoulish amputation. Blue Mud Buy: Body of a Native Shot on Morgan's Island, however, was not 
drawn with the scientific detachment or, for that matter, accuracy normally associated with death 
portraits. According to Flinders account, the musket hall passed through the hack shoulder' blade and 
had lodged in the neck. Interestingly. Westall has the wound on the left side of the chest, not the neck, 
with blood dripping to the ground from where the bullet penetrated the heart region. Depicting the man 
as shot through the heart created an altogether more poignant image than showing him as shot through 
the neck. 

Was the young artist trying to produce a visual metaphor? Was Westall showing an extraordinary 
depth of sympathy for a man and a race that were facing a debilitating onslaught that was striking 
right at the heart of their existence? Or was Westall just hiding the fact that the man had been shot in 
the back? Why did he etch the pained expression on the face with such compassion? The anguish of 
the death, as the man half stares at us, is inescapable. Westall was also careful to cover the genital area, 
thereby, in his eyes, preserving the Aborigine's dignity and Westall's own sense of modesty: although 
Flinders in his journal was only too willing to declare with some surprise that the man had been 
c i rcumcised. 2 7 The genital covering that the man wears, probably made of opossum fur-string, usually 
hung loosely and did not pass between the legs as Westall has shown. 2 8 In his right hand the Aborigine 
holds a twig. It may be that he actually was still grasping the twig after he had been dragged from the 
beach but it docs seem a rather contrived pose. Is it possible that Westall was alluding to an olive 
branch, the emblem of peace? If so, this is a far more complex image than just a portrait of a dead 
man. It is a curious and bewildering drawing that comments on the Aboriginal predicament and reveals 
hidden layers of Westall's personality. 

Blue Mud Hay: Hotly of a Native Shot on Morgan's Island 1803 
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Port Jackson: A Native [ n o . 1] 1802 

In the places where the Investigator s topped for more than a day or two, Westall look the opportunity 

of getting to know the indigenous populat ion a n d through building up a relationship with many 

individuals produced some very touching and powerful l ikenesses. His Port Jackson portraits are a m o n g 

the best of these. Traces of the noble s a v a g e can still be seen in works such as Port Jackson: A Native 
[no. l ] and Port Jackson: A Native Boy (see page 36). In both these images the figures have p roud a n d 

defiant expressions. The m a n bears the imprints of his posit ion in society, with the band around his head 

a n d the marks on his chest, known as cicatrices, a lmost tak ing on the role of royal insignia.29 The eyes, 

lull of concern while s tar ing into the distance, and the laid back, but still proud, pose endows the sitter 

with a regal quality. The boy by contrast is still in his youth a n d while showing no adornments that 
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Port Jackson: A Native Boy 1 8 0 2 

indicate he has gone through the rites of p a s s a g e , he is depic ted with a strength befit t ing future 

leadership. His face is drawn in three-quarter profile, reminiscent of classical profile portrai ts , and he 

too gazes into the d is tance with his thoughts e n g a g e d in mat te rs beyond the viewer. 

Other portraits do not have this sense of strength and defiance but instead are filled with melancholy. 

Westell's sketches reveal not only sympathy and respect for the Aborigines, but also knowledge and 

understanding beyond the stereotyped noble savage images he was producing for the Admiralty. With a 

three-month stay in Port Jackson, from May to July 1 8 0 2 . he no doubt had plenty of t ime to become 

acquain ted with the plight of the indigenous populat ion and the hardships of colonisation. The portraits 

Port Jackson: An Old Blind Man a n d Port Jackson: A Native [no. 2 ] (see p a g e 3 8 ) are 

http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an4562763


IN P U R S U I T O F THE PICTURESQUE 

quite r emarkab le images in the history of E u r o p e a n art a n d reveal Westall 's s t rong sense of pa thos . 

Unlike the two por t ra i ts d i scussed earlier, these sitters s tare directly at the viewer a n d confront us with 

their t roubled express ions . Even the bl ind man ' s gaze is penetrat ing, a s the creased lines on his brow 

and his frowning countenance communica t e his dis tress . His a rm and hand are ra ised to the side of his 

head in an anx ious or nervous gesture , a d d i n g to the unsett l ing na ture of the l ikeness. The express ion 

on the m a n in Port Jackson: A Native [no. 2 ] h a s an overwhelming sense of s adness . T h e down- turned 

mouth , the squint ing, suspec t ing eyes, a n d the hint of a frown also a l lude to repression and torment. 

Port Jackson: An Old Blind Man 1 8 0 2 
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Chasm Island: Native Care Painting 1 8 0 3 

It is apparent from the portrai ts that Westall had a s t rong interest in Aboriginal culture. He was 

one of the keenest of the early nineteenth-century European observers of Aboriginal life and customs.30 

He not only drew Aboriginal people but a lso their dwell ings, ar tefacts and art. Westall 's watercolour 

copies of cave paint ings in the Gulf of Carpen ta r i a are quite r emarkab le for this era. Chasm Island: 
Native Cave Painting is one of the only known early nineteenth-century example s of the E u r o p e a n 

documenta t ion of Aboriginal artwork and it ant ic ipates the e thnographic work which was done later 

in the century. In many of his paint ings . Westall a lso pa id a great deal of attention to Aboriginal 

humpies , r angga and bark shields. 
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None of Westall's sensitivity or knowledge of Aboriginal culture appears in his later work. It was 
simply not palatable for official images to show Aborigines in complex and considerate detail; the 
indigenous population had to appear as unreal and untroubled and as not having an established 
culture, otherwise a dangerous sense of guilt and misgiving might be created. The depersonalising of 
the Aborigines took place after Westall returned to England and his oil paintings stand in marked 
contrast to the many very perceptive individual portraits that he completed while actually on the 
expedition. 

Westall's oil paintings, executed more than six years after he left Australia, only bear a passing 
resemblance to his original sketches. His observations were sieved and censored. Creating a picturesque 
Arcadia and producing images that justified the process of colonisation overrode Westall's obligations 
to scientific observation or to presenting the harsher realities of his experience of the barren coast. Both 
the landscape and the people had to be expurgated and then embellished and adorned to make them 
acceptable to a British audience. It is tempting to say that the oil paintings are not as revealing as the 
original sketches and that the purified images do not have the same intensity and depth. But this would 
be to deny what the oil paintings do divulge and to dismiss the point that what they suppress is just as 
enlightening as what they show. While the paintings have lost freshness and immediacy, they offer a 
piquant view of the politics of colonisation. They reveal how the picturesque was employed to make 
Australia an attractive place to possess and colonise. 
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A Voyage to Terra Australis: PUBLISHED AT LAST! 

... no attention or respect is paid to engraving in this country. 
The public consider engravers only as a set of ingenious mechanics 

John Burnet, 18361 

The last years of Matthew Flinders' life were devoted to compiling the monumental A Voyage to 
Terra Australis, the semi-official account of the Investigator's voyage, which included two 
volumes written by Flinders and a third containing charts and atlases. When he returned to 

England, it was clear that Flinders would never have the energy or good health to captain another ship 
or return to finish his survey of New Holland. His imprisonment in Mauritius had taken its toll so his 
focus turned to publishing his journal about what he had achieved in the years 1801 to 1803. Flinders 
toiled on the manuscript for three years, and thirteen years to the day after the Investigator had set sail 
from Portsmouth, on 18 July 1814, a copy of A Voyage to Terra Australis was delivered to him. 
Unfortunately, he had just lapsed into a state of unconsciousness, only to die the next day, on 19 July, 
without ever actually laying eyes upon the published copy. Flinders' untimely death and life story is 
one of the more tragic tales in the annals of Australian history: his marriage to his long-time sweetheart, 
setting sail for New Holland with high hopes and returning to his bride over a decade later a sick and 
broken man. 

A Voyage to Terra Australis followed in a tradition established by James Cook's numerous 
publications on his voyages of the late eighteenth century. Cook had set the precedent and standard for 
such accounts, producing extensive volumes following all his expeditions. These were generously 
illustrated with images by travel artists, such as William Hodges and John Webber, and included 
portraits and reproductions of large oil paintings.2 Westall was well versed in the work of these artists. 
Not only had the Investigator been equipped with a large library before it left England which included 
Cook's publications, Westall was personally acquainted with Hodges, who was a friend of Westall's 
elder brother Richard.3 While Westall and Hodges were a generation apart and there was nearly thirty 
years between their voyages, there are many similarities between their work and their selection of grand 
images for publication. 

The production of A Voyage to Terra Australis was financed by the Admiralty, supervised by Banks, 
and was meant to recount accurately and thoroughly the voyage. As a semi-official chronicle it aimed to 
deal with facts rather than indulge in fiction or fancy. The publication was supposed to be authoritative 
and as a mass-distributed document one of its goals was to impress upon the British public and other 
countries, particularly France, Britain's exploratory achievements. It was actually a means to refute and 
counter an earlier French publication which had taken credit for many of the 'discoveries'.4 
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Given the ostensibly scientific and objective nature of the book, it would be expected that Westall's 
original sketches, rather than his oil paintings with all their falsifications, would have been published. 
However, just as Hodges had published his more aesthetic, pleasing and dramatic images, so did 
Westall. Apart from the coastal profiles considered in Chapter 1 of this book, the illustrations that 
Westall supplied for the publication were based on the oil paintings he had completed for the 
Admiralty. 5 As discussed in Chapter 2, these were quite removed from the original drawings and 
certainly could not have any pretensions to scientific accuracy, which some saw as a flaw. In the past, 
Westall had attracted criticism for producing fanciful scenes when he was illustrating a book on 
Madeira. 

The drawings were made in respect to correctness of representation, subject to Willm. Westall's notion of 
what is p icturesque, & accordingly He placed convents where there are none and made other alterations 
so unsatisfactory in respect to fidelity ...'6 

With his Australian work he aroused similar comments for not being more stringent and providing 
more information in his engravings. 

... except in two or three of the plates, the artist has left us to wish that he had directed his choice of 
subjects to such as would have conveyed more new information.7 

While many readers wanted information, others desired exotic views that excited their imaginations 
and this was one of the reasons why Westall's more idealised images were selected. In the first quarter 
of the nineteenth century the market for travel accounts was steadily increasing and becoming more 
lucrative. As well, the 1830s saw an unprecedented growth in the engraving industry in Britain, which 
did not really decline until the 1880s with the ascendancy of photomechanical processes of 
reproduction. Local landscape scenes, as well as views of foreign lands, were the staples of the industry. 
These images were either published in travel accounts with accompanying text or issued in serial form. 
Subscribers registered for runs of prints on particular subjects and these were issued over weeks or 
months. 

Australian scenery and subjects were not as popular and did not excite the same level of curiosity 
as other places in the South Pacific. Tahiti and its surrounding islands were seen as much more 
romantic and exotic, with the lifestyle of the Polynesians having a greater appeal. Australia was viewed 
as a relatively barren land, lacking the abundance, variety and beauty of the neighbouring areas. In 
this sense Westall reflected contemporary thinking and opinions on New Holland. It was not surprising 
that he had hoped the Investigator would go further afield. The Admiralty, which had the ultimate say 
in what was published, chose the more idyllic images to lift the public's opinion of Australia. These 
pictures not only had the potential to increase sales of A Voyage to Terra Australis but they also helped 
justify the voyage, with the heightened attractiveness of New Holland adding to the pride of possessing 
it. 

While the images may have erred on the side of fantasy, Flinders' text is factual and legitimate, if 
not dull. Though it contains its own elaborations and refinements, Flinders did aim for accuracy in his 
writing of the day-to-day activities, which means there is often a disparity between the written word 
and the accompanying pictures. 8 His exact and accurate style clashes with the illustrations. Flinders 
appears to have been aware of this and hinted at his displeasure of Westall's lack of fidelity. For 
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example , he expressed a note of d i sapprova l in the artistic licence which Westall look in his View of 
Wreck-Reef Bank Taken at Low Water, writ ing that Westall: 

... represented the corals above water, to give a better notion of their forms and the way in which they 
arc seen on the reefs: but in reality, the tide never leaves any considerable part of them uncovered.9 

Flinders was no doubt anx ious to point out the inaccuracy of this par t icular image as it h ad the 
potential to m a k e him look incompetent in not being able to avoid the coral which so obviously ju t ted 
out of the water a n d c a u s e d the shipwreck of the Porpoise a n d Cato. 

View of Wreck-Reef Bank Taken at Low W a t e r (engraving by John Pye) 1814 
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T h e lack of coherence between text a n d i m a g e is par t icular ly evident in Westall 's View on the North 
Side of Kanguroo [ K a n g a r o o ] Island, which is based on a pencil sketch, Kangaroo Island: A Bay on the 
North-east Coast. There is the usua l falsification to be expected from Westall 's p ic turesque works , with 

the scene enhanced by throwing together trees, k a n g a r o o s , sea ls a n d emus with little relation to reality. 

Westall has t aken his Kangaroo Island: Seals (see p a g e 4 6 ) sketch a n d spl iced it with the original 

pencil sketch of the i s land. T h e scene is idyllic, with the exotic an imals shown peacefully lazing in the 

sun. There is no reference to what Fl inders himself descr ibes a s the butcher ing that took p lace . 

It would be difficult to guess how many kanguroos [sic] were seen; but I killed ten, and the rest of the 
party made up the number to thirty-one ... After this butchery, for the poor animals suffered themselves 
to be shot in the eyes with small shot, and in some cases to be knocked on the head with sticks, I 
scrambled with difficulty through the brush wood ... The whole ship's company was employed this 
afternoon, skinning and cleaning the kanguroos [sic] . . . 1 0 

View on the North Side of Kanguroo [ K a n g a r o o ] Island ( e n g r a v i n g b y W i l l i a m W o o l n o t h ) 1 8 1 4 
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Kangaroo Island: A Bay on the North-east Coast 1802 

The Investigator's, erew had gone nearly four months without any fresh provisions and took great 
delight in finding fresh meat. The view which Westall depicts, however, of the peaceful, recumbent 
kangaroos turns the account of 'butchery' into a disturbing and brutal act. Destroying such a peaceful 
scene appears to have no justification. 1 1 Perhaps realising this, the image was placed about ten pages 
after the description of the killing, with Flinders writing that the drawing was done when they were 
leaving and not when they arrived and killed the kangaroos. Nevertheless, reading this passage and 
then turning to see this tranquil scene is unsettling. Overall, the picturesque images do not compliment 
the scientific, austere text. 

To a modern eye accustomed to seeing an abundance of reproduced images, and taking 
reproductions for granted, it can be difficult to appreciate the effort that went into publishing the 
images in A Voyage to Terra Australis. Photomechanical processes have now made it relatively easy to 
mass produce pictures, but in the early nineteenth century a considerable amount of skill and labour, 
from a wide range of people, was necessary to complete the hand-engraved prints. 1 2 While the plates 
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in A Voyage to Terra Australis bear the name of a single engraver at the bottom right corner, denoted as 
'eng' (engraver) or 'sculpt' (sculptor), a considerable number of specialists were involved in their 
creation. Westall's oil paintings were actually only the beginning of a long process in illustrating A Voyage 
to Terra Australis. Awareness of this process is not only important for appreciating the prints but also 
for understanding the future direction of Westall's career, as it lay largely in the world of engraving. 

The work on his illustrations began in mid-1811, with the engravers receiving the respectable sum 
of £47.5 for each plate. The prints in A Voyage to Terra Australia are copperplate engravings. The first 
task in producing them was to reduce the original paintings to the desired size for printing, that is 
converting the large oils to the actual size required for publication. Usually this was done by the 
engraver or an assistant but in this case Westall did it himself. 1 3 A grid system, similar to that used to 
transfer his original sketches to canvas, was used for the 'squaring down'. In watercolour, he would 
have painted a grid directly onto the oil painting, simply wiping this away later on. This grid eased the 
task of scaling down the image as Westall could concentrale on each small square to make the scaled-
down drawing for the print. 

Westall then handed the drawing on to the engraver. Several engravers were used to do the plates 
for A Voyage to Terra Australis, including John Pye, S.W Smith, John Scott, John Byrne and William 
Woolnoth. The engraver would have dampened the drawing and placed it down on a copperplate and 
then passed it through a rolling press. This left a reversed version of the drawing on the plate, ready 
for the first stage of engraving. The engravings in A Voyage to Terra Australis fall into the category of 
intaglio printing, which involves cutting lines in a surface so they can later be filled with ink. The 
engraver had to follow carefully the outlines of the drawing as he cut into the copper. This was a skilled 
task and one in which artists such as Westall had to relinquish control and put their trust in the 
expertise of the engraver. 

In the early nineteenth century, the lines on the copperplates were usually cut using a combination 
of the methods of etching with acid and direct engraving with a burin (an engraving tool that had a 
sharply pointed V-shaped section). The etching process began by rubbing a thin layer of wax over the 
copperplate and then, using an etching needle, tracing the drawing which could still be seen through 
the wax. The advantage of etching was that the wax was much softer to cut into than the copperplate 
itself. The plate would then be immersed in a bath of acid, which would 'bite' through the areas where 
the lines had been made leaving an impression on the plate. Etching was used for the basic outlines of 
the image and was the standard procedure for producing the background. For finer details and areas 
that needed greater emphasis, such as foreground figures and foliage, the engraver would use the burin. 
Engraving directly onto the plate, and into the harder copper, was more difficult than through the 
softer wax, but resulted in sharper lines than the comparatively blurred edges of etching. 

Once the plates were complete the printers took charge and ran them through their presses with yet 
another set of specialists employed to manufacture the finished print. The plates were inked, that is the 
engraved lines were filled with ink and the plate was passed through a press. The printing paper would 
pick up the lines of the ink, with the deeper cut lines making a darker impression, and the image would 
finally be complete. 1 4 

Having gone through so many processes, and having been in the hands of so many people, it is not 
surprising that there are differences between the oil paintings and the published image. Most obviously, 
the prints are in black and white and the oil paintings are in colour. The mediums are very different 
and the engraver had to rely on lute lines rather than the smooth coloured brushstrokes of oil paint to 
capture the tones and variations of a scene. 
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View of Port Bowen, Queensland, August 1802 c. 1812 
(Ministry of Defence Art Collection, London; transparency courtesy of National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London) 

Often it simply was not possible to translate the subtleties of the painting into the engraving. For 
example, in Scott's engraving of View of Port Bowen from the Hills behind the Watering Gully he has 
taken considerable care to accurately reproduce the oil painting, View of Port Bowen, Queensland, 
August 1802, but he has also encountered some difficulties. In the area just to the left of centre, where 
the rocky outcrop merges into the trees and then falls into the valley. Scott has not been able to reproduce 
the softness and gradual variations in tone. Recognising that the background has lost some definition, 
Scott has more strongly delineated the foliage in the foreground, from the fern in the middle of the 
composition through to the trees on the right, the plants have been rendered in sharper focus, lifting the 
engraving and giving it contrast. The leaves on the trees in the bottom right-hand corner, in particular, 
are more strongly accentuated than in the original, where they tend to blend in with the other trees. An 
enlarged detail of this area reveals that the background has been etched, with the soft, broken lines 
confirming that they have been worked in wax. The outline of the leaves, however, has the force, 
continuity and strength of being engraved with the burin. 
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View of Port Bowen from the Hills behind the Watering Gully (engraving by John Scott) 1 8 1 4 

A Voyage to Terra Australis was not the first, and nor would it be the last, engraving and publishing 
project that Westall was involved in. Prior to A Voyage to Terra Australis, in 1811 he had published a 
series of views of Madeira, the Cape of Good Hope, China and India. Westalls initial dalliance with the 
print industry proved successful and was significant in shaping his future. Rudolf Ackermann, a leading 
publisher in England who was responsible for introducing the fashion for illustrated annuals, 
approached him about making contributions to various books. Westall did a considerable amount of 
work for Ackermann and for another publisher, John Murray. In 1814 the plates from A Voyage to Terra 
Australis were issued as a separate series and due to the growing interest in the settlement of South 
Australia, the plate of Port Lincoln was sold as a single print. For the rest of his life, Westall continued 
to work in the area of illustration, toiling on routine work and commercially successful publications such 
as Great Britain Illustrated (1830) and contributing to more elaborate productions such as 
A Picturesque Tour of the Thames (1828). 
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(detail) View of Port Bowen from the Hills behind the Watering Gully (engraving by John Scott) 1814 
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Entrance of Port Lincoln Taken from behind Memory Core (engraving by John Pye) 1 8 1 4 

By comparison with Flinders, Westall's post-lnrestigator life seems rather prosaic and untroubled 
but it had its own measure of melancholy and thwarted ambition. Westall gained a good reputation as 
a topographical and architectural illustrator but his ambition of becoming a 'fine' artist, highly 
acclaimed by the Royal Academy, was never realised. While he was elected as an Associate of the 
Academy for his exhibition of Australian oil paintings, he never gained the coveted position of Royal 
Academician. This was partly because the Academy did not accord illustration and engraving the same 
status as painting or sculpture, despite the high level of skill and dedication involved. 

The main engraver for A Voyage to Terra Australis, John Pye, battled against this dismissive 
attitude, becoming an outspoken advocate for the art and striving for professional acknowledgement. 
Indeed, a close inspection of his prints such as his Entrance of Port Lincoln Taken from behind Memory 
Cove demonstrates just how skilled he was and a comparison with the original painting (see page 22) 
accounts for why he had a reputation as one of the best engravers in England. He has effectively 
translated the tone and shades of the oil painting, with none of the ambiguity or obscure passages seen 
in Scott's work. The fine lines in the sky, for example, highlight his precision. 
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In 1836, Pye, along with John Burnet, unsuccessfully pleaded the engravers' cause before the Select 
Committee of the House of Commons on the Arts. They were specifically fighting the decision of 1768 
by the Royal Academy not to accept engravers on equal terms with other members.1 5 Although Westall 
was not actually an engraver, his work as an illustrator in close collaboration with engravers bound him 
up in their struggle for recognition. The engravers were seen as mere copyists and their involvement 
with the print industry, while an acceptable means to have paintings published, tainted them with 
commercialism. This association with business and trade prohibited illustration and publication from 
occupying the same elevated status as painting and exhibiting. While Westall continued to pour his 
efforts into illustration, he was never destined for high acclaim. 

Thea and Rex Rienits write that the critical turning point in Westall's career—changing him from 
a painter to an illustrator—came with the failure of his exhibition of 1808, where he exhibited the views 
from his foreign travels apart from his Australian scenes. 1 6 The exhibition was not a success in terms 
of sales and the reviews ranged from negative to faint praise. In the years that followed he did receive 
some important commissions and while these attracted a good income they were sporadic 
assignments. 1 7 

Financial considerations became increasingly important when Westall married and had a family. In 
1815 during a visit to the Lake District, an area he loved and where he became good friends with the 
poet William Wordsworth, Westall made the acquaintance of the Reverend Richard Sedgwick and his 
youngest daughter, Ann. Five years later he married Ann on 22 September 1820 and they had three 
sons William, Thomas and Robert. Supporting them became a major focus of Westall's life and the 
burgeoning print industry was a means for him to earn a good income. His son, Robert, reveals that 
Westall felt he sacrificed his career for his family and was forced into illustration because of the need 
to support them. 

... his efforts were not appreciated by the public, and [he] sacrificed his name and fame to the duty of 
providing for the welfare of this family ... [he] had been heard to say that he was reduced to the necessity 
of giving up his early hope of fame for a trade as he termed his engraving and publication. 1 8 

Despite Westall's complaints about the engraving industry, it did allow him to continue working as 
an artist. Just as he complained about the landscapes of Australia, which formed the basis of what 
reputation he had as a painter and for his election as an Associate of the Academy, so was he 
disparaging of engraving and publishing. The prints in A Voyage to Terra Australis embodied the two 
factors which he saw, rightly or wrongly, as thwarting his ambition: the trade of engraving and the 
uninspiring Australian scenery. The prints also represented the completion of his duties as the figure 
and landscape painter some fourteen years after his appointment to the Investigator. 
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CONCLUSION 

... his contribution to the early art of the country was very considerable indeed. 
Rex and Thea Rienits, 19631 

In the late 1840s Westall's health started to decline and after breaking his arm in 1847 he struggled 
to keep working. In 1848 he exhibited for the last time, suffering a series of heavy colds in the 
winter of that year. In January 1850 he died at the age of 68 and was buried in the graveyard of St 

John's, Hampstead. Significantly, at the time of his death he was working on an oil painting of Wreck 
Reef and the shipwreck, a subject he had first dealt with more than four decades earlier (see page 18). 
It was ironic that at the end of his life he was still depicting the barren coast that he had found so 
unimpressive. 

Two portraits of Westall now held by the National Library of Australia hint at the frustration and 
disappointment Westall experienced in later life. A drawing by his son, Portrait of William Westall ARA, 
completed in 1845, reveals a very different elderly man to that seen in the confident self-portrait of the 
young artist in his twenties (see page x) . In his son's sketch Westall looks dishevelled and his expression 
is guarded, as well as somewhat accusatory. The open countenance found in the earlier portrait has 
been replaced by a circumspect gaze. Westall is still dressed as a gentleman and is wearing clothes 
fashionable in the 1840s, but much of the gentleness found in the earlier portrait has gone. Instead, we 
see a slightly furrowed brow and a mouth turned down at the corners, indicating frustration and 
sternness. 

Similarly, in the sculpture of Westall by Physick (see page 56), his face appears burdened. Busts 
from this era often show the subject staring out proudly and arrogantly into the distance, but Westall 
is pensive and his gaze falls to the ground. This could, of course, be interpreted as a man in deep 
thought, but knowing what we do of Westall's life and work, it becomes an expression of defeat. 

Westall is not an easy personality to decipher, a problem exacerbated by the limited written sources 
on his life. The greatest insight into his character undoubtedly comes from his own art, with his 
Australian images revealing a complex and often puzzling identity. Westall was an intriguing character 
with what can be judged to be his share of both flaws and virtues. 

He was ambitious, although his ambitions were never realised and he was never bestowed the 
honours he sought. The picturesque oil paintings he completed after returning from Australia were 
designed to be an artistic success, rather than accurately portraying the landscape, and did result in a 
reasonable degree of recognition. While Westall was not a genius, he was undoubtedly a competent and 
talented artist who had the potential to progress. The exhibition of his Australian scenes earned him 
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election as an Associate to the Academy in 1812 but he was never fully embraced by the conservative 
art world to become an Academician. This was partly because he did not build on his experience and 
associations. His letter from Canton, which needlessly offended the likes of Banks and the Admiralty, 
revealed his immaturity and lack of political wile in dealing with influential people. 

Westall had a tendency to become malcontent, being too ready to resign himself to difficulties. His 
voyage on the Investigator highlighted this trait. He had been offered a significant opportunity to 
impress many people both inside and outside artistic circles but he let his boredom and 
disappointment tarnish his success. He did not produce the quantity nor quality of images he could 
have and rather childishly blamed this on everything and everyone else except his own inability to 
make the best of a situation. Indeed, over the years his whining and lack of enthusiasm attracted 
considerable criticism. G.B. Barton, writing in 1889, was scathing: 'Was it possible that in the whole 
extent of his voyage ... Westall did not see anything worth describing? "That barren coast! So few 
sketches of New Holland!"' 2 

While Westall had his detractors they were outnumbered by others—both his contemporaries and 
later commentators—who championed him and presented him in a much more favourable light. For 
example, the famed Victorian painter, Sir Edwin Landseer, wrote that Westall was deserving of more 
recognition. He believed he was more accomplished than Cook's artists, Hodges and Webber, but that 
'being a mild and unobtrusive man, whilst the others were pushing and solicitous, he remained an 
A.R.A. while they became Academicians'. 3 

Apart from Westall's lack of tenacity and his defeatist streak, Landseer alludes to another 
important aspect of Westall's personality which denied him success—his reticence and softness. 
Westall's sensitive and gentle character meant that he did not have the ruthlessness necessary for 
success in a competitive, conservative art world, lacking the guile to realise his goals. The images in the 
Pictorial Collection of the National Library are testimony to Westall's complex and sympathetic nature. 
Unlike the oil paintings, the original drawings of Aborigines, in particular, show he had insight beyond 
the stereotypical vision of the noble savage of the nineteenth century. Even at a young age, he 
demonstrated understanding, compassion and thoughtfulness. 

Apart from revealing much about Westall's character, the National Library's collection of his 
drawings offers a fascinating insight into broader issues of the nineteenth century, especially the 
processes of colonisation. Examined alongside the Admiralty's oil paintings and the engravings 
published in A Voyage to Terra Australis, the sketches divulge much about the role of visual records in 
exploration and empire building. While ostensibly Westall's mission was to bring back images which 
objectively captured the people and landscape of Australia, the images are laden with ideological 
significance. The elaborations, falsifications and omissions in his work reveal a purpose beyond mere 
documentation or the pursuit of knowledge. 

The images operated to dismiss the Aborigines as having rights to the land. The coastal panoramas, 
maps and the names given to the sea and land features declare that the land had been 'discovered' and, 
by implication, that before this it was uninhabited and not owned. The visual documents reinforced 
Britain's act of colonising the rest of Australia under the law of terra nullius. Aborigines were not shown 
working the land but rather were depicted as living off its natural gifts, which in accordance with the 
orthodoxy of the day meant that they did not have rights of ownership because they were not 
cultivating. In the oil paintings and engravings, unlike in Westall's original drawings, members of the 
indigenous population were also presented as stereotyped noble savages, not real people who could be 
affected by the injustices of colonisation. 
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Portrait of William Westall ARA by Robert Westall c . 1 8 4 5 

http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an6301921


Bust of William Westall by Edward James Physick c .1850 

http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an7743407


CONCLUSION 

The images were also a means of converting the land into scenes which the British felt comfortable 
with and could relate to. After a lapse of several years, Westall found it easy to disregard the realities 
of what he had deemed a barren land and to use picturesque conventions of European landscape 
painting to appropriate the country and make it more appealing. He replaced his stark original scenes 
with vistas that were more European and thus promoted a sense of familiarity. The element of the 
exotic was retained to add to the appeal of the scene with all threatening and unpleasant aspects 
removed. Australia was presented as idyllic and therefore as an attractive place for settlement. With 
Westall's conjuring, Australia became desirable, and a prize in the competition between colonial 
powers, particularly with France. 

Reflecting on Westall and his career, it is sad that he found so little joy or pride in the work he 
undertook aboard the Investigator and the images he produced of Australia. He did not find an Arcadia 
and as Perry and Simpson observe: 'He could find nothing of pastoral beauty in Australia's bare rocks 
or misshapen trees: here was a world too harsh, too grotesque.' 4 Nevertheless, as one of the few 
professional artists sent to New Holland, his drawings and watercolours held in the National Library 
of Australia are among the more accomplished in Australia's pictorial history. Westall's Australian 
sketches, paintings and engravings are a rich and complex set of images which shaped nineteenth-
century perceptions of Terra Australis and offer a fascinating insight into the history of Britain's 
colonisation of it. 
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WILLIAM WESTALL'S AUSTRALIAN SKETCHES 
Elisabeth Findlay 

When he left Portsmouth in July 
1801. the young artist William 
Westall was on the assignment of 
a lifetime—at 19 he had been 
selected by the Admiralty as the 
landscape and figure painter to 
accompany Matthew Flinders on 
an expedition to circumnavigate 
Australia. 
In Arcadian Quest art historian 
Elisabeth Findlay presents a rich 
and diverse selection of Westall's 
watercolours. oil painting-, and 
sketches. She demonstrates how 
they shaped nineteenth-century 
perceptions of Australia and 
examines their role in the 
process of colonisation. 
Findlav also offers an absorbing 
portrait of a young ambitions 
and troubled artist on his own 
voyage of discovery. 
Dr Elisabeth Findlay works as a 
freelance art historian, curator and 
critic based in Townsville. She has 
undertaken extensive research into 
nineteenth-century Australian 
visual culture, and published and 
lectured on a diverse range of 
topics associated with colonial art. 

http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an4561188
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